KOALAHAL is an annual student fest of the Institute. The fest is organized during February or March every year. This year the fest was organized on 13th to 15th Feb 2020. Students of entire Institute are actively take part in the institute. Over 4500 students took part this year in the fest. The fest is organized by the students for the students. Management, administration and Faculty have the role of facilitator only.

The fest has plethora of activities like Dancing, Singing, Folk Dance, Plays, Skits, Fashion Show, Band Performance, Kavi Sammelan, Star Night etc.

This year the student fest is completely devoted to theme “EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT”. The activities especially folk dance, singing, traditional dress show, food stalls, etc are organized from the various part of India especially the partner state - ARUNACHAL PRADESH. The event is widely covered by the local as well as national media.